It is shown that non-vanishing (C mnpq ) 2 terms arise in N=1, D=4 superstring Lagrangians due to one-loop radiative corrections with light eld internal lines.
(2,2) Symmetric Z N Orbifolds
Although our discussion is perfectly general, we will limit ourselves to orbifolds, such as Z 4 , which have (1,1) moduli only. The relevant super elds are the dilaton, S, the diagonal moduli T II , which we'll denote as T I , and all other moduli and matter super elds, which we denote collectively as i . The associated Kahler potential is 
GS
The coe cients T and # T , which arise from moduli loops, and ' and , which arise from gravity and dilaton loops, are unknown. However, as we shall see, it is not necessary to know their values to accomplish our goal. Now 
for I=1,2 and = 3 8 dimG + 1 8 + 1 24 1 (10) for I=3. Clearly these two equations are incompatible and, hence, it is impossible to have all vanishing (C mnpq ) 2 terms in the 1-loop corrected Lagrangian of Z 4 orbifolds. We nd that the same results hold in other orbifolds as well. We conclude that non-vanishing (C mnpq ) 2 terms are generated by light eld loops in the N=1, D=4 Lagrangian of Z N orbifold superstrings. It is conceivable that loops containing the heavy tower of states might cancel these terms, but we nd no reason, be it duality or any other symmetry, for this to be the case 4].
